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In 2000, Susan had a consultancy with a World Bank GEF-funded team, to assess the potential of improving the 
conservation status of Cockpit Country, with a goal towards declaration as a World Heritage Site.  If feasible, Jamaica 
would have been eligible for a USD 5 million grant.



WRC

We were instructed to focus on the Cockpit Country Forest Reserve.



Using topographic maps and old aerial photographs, it was easy to notice how few communities there were in the interior 
of the Forest Reserve, while there is a distinctive “ring road” of communities around the Forest Reserve.!
We decided that this “Ring Road” could serve as a recognizable feature which also afforded a buffer zone to the Forest 
Reserve.  This began our usage of the concept of the “Cockpit Country Ring Road”.



With Jamaican colleagues, Susan mapped the flora and fauna found within the “Cockpit Country Ring Road”.  
They focused on species endemic to Jamaica or those historically described as endemic to Cockpit Country.!
All mapping was done by-hand on 1:50,000 topographic maps.



When all floral and faunal layers (amphibians, reptiles, birds, butterflies and bat roosting caves), were mapped, it was 
strikingly obvious that Cockpit Country supported an extraordinary number of plants and animals which were either 
restricted entirely to Cockpit Country or for which the area served as an important refugium from deforestation elsewhere 
on Jamaica. It was also obvious that we mapped “researcher distributions”:  the interior was barely explored.          !
Our message to World Bank-GEF:  Let’s Protect CC!

Figure 3.10. Reported butterfly localities



World Bank-GEF said  “Great!” . . . and we only have two conditions for the Government of Jamaica:!
1.  Resolve the boundary dispute with the Accompong Maroons.



2.  Promise that mining of bauxite (the ore used for aluminum) will be prohibited in Cockpit Country.!
!
(Note:  This sounded eminently reasonable to us.  After all, USD 5 million is a lot of money to give for 
conservation, so turning around and gouging-out the landscape certainly didn’t seem compatible!)



Unfortunately, Government not only said “no way will we deny ourselves the opportunity to mine the bauxite”, but it was 
pointed out repeatedly by the Mines & Geology Division and by the Jamaica Bauxite Institute that the Mining Act (1947) 
pre-dated all other environmental legislation:  “there is nothing you can do to stop us from mining.”!
!
And with that, the World Bank-GEF walked away.  We don’t blame them.



Fortunately, The Nature Conservancy (a partner to the World Bank-GEF team) didn’t walk away.!
They introduced us to Conservation Action Planning (CAP), their Excel-based planning tool which transformed how we 
thought about protecting biodiversity:  we now had a logical framework which allowed us to discuss with decision-makers 
that conservation is about maintaining ecological processes and eliminating threats which compromise ecosystem 
functions and services, it’s not “single species bean counting” and “putting points on a map which mining companies 
should try to avoid if they can”.!
Together with Jamaica’s Forestry Department, the National Environment and Planning Agency and many other relevant 
stakeholders (esp. communities), we worked with TNC to develop the first CAP for Cockpit Country.



CAP starts by defining Conservation Targets - the biodiversity which encapsulates the area of concern.!
We typically start by defining major habitat types:  if we protect the forest, then all the forest-dependent species (esp. all 
the non-charismatic invertebrates, soil organisms, etc.) are de-facto protected.



For Cockpit Country, which is a karst limestone landscape, we needed to think not only in the horizontal surface plane 
(i.e., terrestrial forest cover), but we also had to think vertically:  cave ecosystems and subterranean aquifers are critical 
components in karst landscapes and maintaining connectivity amongst these components is paramount.



CAP does recognize that for some species, protecting habitat is necessary-but-not-sufficient for protecting the species.!
For example, because of illegal poaching, Jamaica’s endemic Amazona parrots are vulnerable:  management 
interventions above-and-beyond forest protection need to be defined; thus the parrots are listed as a separate 
conservation target so we can be sure to identify anti-poaching actions.



Similarly, because of the importance of Cockpit Country to the survival of Jamaica’s endemic Homerus (Giant) Swallowtail 
and the ever-present concern for illegal poaching, this butterfly also was identified as a Conservation Target in the CAP.



Another potential CAP target for Cockpit Country was Jamaica’s endemic Ring-tailed Pigeon.  Aside from needing 
protection from illegal hunting, this species represents an important landscape-level process which must be protected, 
namely the seasonal movement of species between interior (i.e.,Cockpit Country) breeding and coastal non-breeding 
habitats:  the species suffers if we don’t protect ALL necessary habitats AND connectivity between them.!
This well-recognized pigeon also serves as a proxy for all Cockpit Country-dependent species which make seasonal, 
intra-island migrations, including those butterflies which shift their habitat usage between wet and dry seasons.



After CAP Conservation Targets were identified, we evaluated the current condition of all targets:  this provides the 
baseline which we either want to maintain or, more likely, seek to improve with conservation / management actions.!
For Cockpit Country, we asked experts to think about the targets under normal conditions:  because this is an ecosystem 
which evolved with hurricanes, let’s think how resilient the targets are if they got hit by hurricanes twice in one year or by 
single hurricanes over two consecutive years.



The next step in CAP is to identify all of the human activities which affect the conservation targets.!
Each target is assessed for how much each threat affects the individual target’s viability. !
Then, with a neat roll-up algorithm, the CAP workbook reveals how much each threat contributes to the degradation of 
targets:  we can easily see how some threats might be highly localized to an individual target while other threats are 
widespread and affect everything.  Now we can start to see which threats need immediate attention.



In the Cockpit Country CAP, the potential threat of bauxite mining was identified as the Very Highest threat to the viability 
of all conservation targets.    So, what strategies should we develop?  Should we boycott aluminum products?  Should we 
print “No Mining” bumper stickers?  Should we meet with politicians?  What will be the most effective use of our time and 
donor resources to stop this threat?!
!
The CAP has the ability to integrate Stakeholder Situation Diagrams (SSD), where we define the stakeholders - !
— those involved either directly or indirectly, positively or negatively — and identify their connections and motivations.  !
Strategies developed during brainstorming sessions can then be filtered through the SSD to determine whether they are 
feasible and can be prioritized using cost-benefit analysis.



But to our surprise (horror), in the finalized CAP there were no strategies directed towards actually preventing mining 
(the highest ranked threat) in Cockpit Country.



Instead, because TNC was told that the 1947 colonial Mining Act was “King”, they opted for strategies to improve post-
mining reclamation and rehabilitation practices instead of trying to prevent bauxite mining in Cockpit Country.



But given that Cockpit Country is the type locality for cockpit karst and that people have earned PhDs describing the 
natural landscape . . . 



. . . we found it reprehensible that this same opportunity would be denied to anyone else if plans to irreversibly alter 
Cockpit Country by mining were approved.



And seeing first-hand the consequences of bauxite mining (e.g. families and entire communities relocated; 30-m deep pits 
with vertical walls dug to within 100 meters of someone’s house, etc.), we decided it was best to part ways with TNC’s 
strategy of improving post-mining rehabilitation practices and focus all our efforts on preventing mining from happening in 
the first place.  That is, we continue to be guided by the principles of CAP, but instead of strategies to mitigate (ha ha) the 
destruction of Cockpit Country, we use CAP to develop strategies to prevent irreversible destruction of the landscape.



Our dogged efforts to prevent bauxite mining started gaining traction in 2006… 



…and in 2007 paid their first dividend.!
Thanks to the tenacity of Danielle Andrade, Legal Officer for the Jamaica Environment Trust, we learned that the Mining 
Act (1947) doesn’t give an absolute guarantee of power.!
Since 2007, with the then-Prime Minister Hon. Bruce Golding expressing a commitment to “no mining”, our efforts have 
been directed towards identifying the true boundary of Cockpit Country.  In the next section, we show how the Homerus 
Swallowtail has aided in this effort.


